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Keepers of the Covenant (The
Restoration Chronicles Book #2)
When two Jane Does are killed on the outskirts of
Atlanta, Georgia, detective and behavioral specialist
Avery North discovers they share something in
common--a tattoo of a magnolia on their shoulders.
Suspecting a serial killer, Avery joins forces with
medical examiner Jackson Bryant to solve the crimes
and prevent another murder. But it doesn't take long
for them to realize that there is much more to the
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case than meets the eye. As they venture deep into a
sinister world of human trafficking, Avery and Jackson
are taken to the very edge of their abilities--and their
hearts. Dangerous Passage exposes a fully-realized
and frightening world where every layer peeled back
reveals more challenges ahead. Romantic suspense
fans will be hooked from the start by Lisa Harris's first
installment of the new Southern Crimes series.

The Ezekiel Option
Part one in a popular Christian fiction series.

Soul Restoration
New York Times best-selling author Joel Rosenberg
brings readers this thrilling new novel. When Russia's
richest oil baron is killed, Moscow suddenly teeters on
the verge of political chaos. Tehran races to complete
its nuclear arsenal. Washington finds herself
dangerously divided from her European allies. And in
the dead of night, in the hills overlooking Jerusalem, a
senior White House advisor uncovers a chilling
ancient conspiracy as real as the morning's headlines.
Woven through the writings of the Hebrew prophet
Ezekiel, more than 2,500 years old, are eerily
prescient descriptions of mode.

Last Light; Night Light
Soul Restoration - Hope for the Weary(30 Days of
Confessions & Meditations from Terri Blackstock)Buy
this eBook for $2.99 at Kindle or Nook or
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Smashwords.Does life ever seem overwhelming? Do
you feel battered by life?For fifteen years, Terri
Blackstock has written about her wobbly journey as a
Christian in the "Afterwords" and "Notes From the
Author" at the end of her best-selling novels. She's
heard from many readers who've been blessed by
them. When she compiled some of them into the first
edition of this book, readers bought it by the case and
passed it out to their friends.SOUL RESTORATION:
HOPE FOR THE WEARY has been revised with new
meditations and confessions designed to encourage
those who are life-battered and soul-weary. With
several new confessions and meditations, along with
Scripture and prayers, it is now a 30-Day Devotional
meant to focus your thoughts and sharpen your
perspective as you embark on your day.Read it in one
sitting or in thirty segments, then pass it along to
comfort others."Come to Me, all who are weary and
heavy-laden, and I will give you rest. Take My yoke
upon you and learn from Me, for I am gentle and
humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.
For My yoke is easy and My burden is light." (Matthew
11:28)

Double Minds
The man Lisa Jackson loved most may have betrayed
her. Another used deception to manipulate her. But
did one of them kill her? Ben Jackson is sure to defeat
Jonathan Cleary in Cape Refuge’s mayoral race, until
his wife turns up missing the day before a major
debate. Suspecting foul play, Police Chief Cade
launches an island-wide search. But it takes a
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psychic’s “vision” to point police to the riverside—and
Lisa’s body. The evidence implicating Ben in his wife’s
murder is convincing. But as a local scandal escalates
into a national media circus, Cade’s instincts tell him
to dig deeper. And he’s not the only one. Blair Owens
of the Cape Refuge Journal is using her investigative
skills to uncover a rat’s nest of dirty secrets—and
more than one person with a motive for murder. But
Blair’s methods are jeopardizing her relationship with
Cade, and an unsolicited prediction from the psychic
only adds to her troubles. Is the man’s so-called gift
truly from God, as he claims? Did Lisa’s murder have
anything to do with the mayoral race, her husband’s
alleged affair, or her decade-long struggle with
infertility? Whoever the killer is, he’s about to take his
evasion of justice to the next, lethal level. And
someone else is going to die.

Truth-Stained Lies
In the final book of the Restoration Series by
bestselling author Terri Blackstock, the end of a global
electrical blackout signals the beginning of the
Branning family's ultimate test. Murder and affairs of
the heart form the backdrop for a family sifting
through the lessons they have learned--and how well
they have truly learned them.

Predator
Elizabeth Gallagher has been balancing on the ragged
edge for a while now. Then a rough case on the
boards of her 911 operator’s job collides with a family
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conflict at home, and Elizabeth finds herself finally
coming apart at the seams. A four-state road
trip—trapped in a car with her mother—is the last
thing she needs. Their destination may be beautiful
Hatteras Island, but the reason for going is anything
by pleasant. After one disastrous hurricane, and with
a second one working its way up the coast, it’s time
to convince Aunt Sandy to abandon her little seaside
store on North Carolina’s Outer Banks and return to
the family fold in Michigan. But when the storm
sweeps through, the three women will discover that
sisterhood and the sea can change hearts, lives, and
futures . . . often in the most unpredictable of ways.

Distortion
Pastor and fireman Nick Foster found the body in the
inferno engulfing his church. From the bullet wound in
the head, it’s clear this is no ordinary fire victim. The
quiet community of Newpointe, reeling from the shock
of the dead man’s identity, struggles with the
agonizing question: who did it—and why? Paramedic
Issie Mattreaux is no icon of virtue, but she cares
enough about her teenage nephew, Jake, to track him
down when he turns up missing. Only, what she finds
is far more than a harmless bonfire on the outskirts of
town. After a chilling attempt on Issie’s life, Nick takes
on the role of protector even as he struggles with the
tragedy that has struck his church. Whoever is behind
the fire is far from finished. Unknown to Nick, that
person’s twisted agenda now threatens to consume
everything he loves most. Trial by Fire is book four in
the Newpointe 911 series by award-winning novelist
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Terri Blackstock. Newpointe 911 offers taut, superbly
crafted novels of faith, fear, and close-knit small-town
relationships, seasoned with romance and tempered
by insights into the nature of relationships,
redemption, and the human heart. Look also for
Private Justice, Line of Duty, Shadow of Doubt, and
Word of Honor.

Dawn's Light
The Booker shortlisted novel that “restored the
historical novel to its rightful place of honor” (New
York Times). Robert Merivel, son of a glove maker and
an aspiring physician, finds his fortunes transformed
when he is given a position at the court of King
Charles II. Merivel slips easily into a life of luxury and
idleness, enthusiastically enjoying the women and
wine of the vibrant Restoration age. But when he’s
called on to serve the king in an unusual role, he
transgresses the one law that he is forbidden to break
and is brutally cast out from his newfound paradise.
Thus begins Merivel’s journey to self-knowledge,
which will take him down into the lowest depths of
seventeenth-century society.

The Restoration Collection
Sarah Rivers has it all: successful husband, healthy
kids, beautiful home, meaningful church work.
Corinne, Sarah’s sister, struggles to get by. From Web
site development to jewelry sales, none of the pies
she has her thumb stuck in contains a plum worth
pulling. No wonder Corinne envies Sarah. What she
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doesn’t know is how jealous Sarah is of her. And what
neither of them realizes is how their frantic drive for
achievement is speeding them headlong past the
things that matter most in life. So when their mother,
Maggie, purchases plane tickets for them to join her
in a vacation on the Gulf of Mexico, they almost
decline the offer. But circumstances force the issue,
and the sisters soon find themselves first thrown
together, then ultimately drawn together, in one
memorable week in a cabin called “Seaside.” As
Maggie, a professional photographer, sets out to
capture on film the faces and moods of her daughters,
more than film develops. A picture emerges of
possibilities that come only by slowing down and
savoring the simple treasures of the moment. It takes
a mother’s love and honesty to teach her two
daughters a wiser, uncluttered way of life—one that
can bring peace to their hearts and healing to their
relationship. And though the lesson comes on wings
of grief, the sadness is tempered with faith,
restoration, and a joy that comes from the hand of
God. Seaside is a novella of the heart—poignant,
gentle, true, offering an eloquent reminder that life is
too precious a gift to be unwrapped in haste.

Restoration
For Ren, ignoring them was easy- the people
screaming and going after each other’s necks. He
didn’t believe it concerned him- the alliance between
his home Kingdom of Zinah and the war-waging
Kingdom of Gaia. All he wanted was to continue his
carefree life. He wished he listened. The cityscapes he
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loved so much were now nothing more than rubble.
The people he knew since childhood have been either
taken away or brutally killed. And when the King of
Gaia took his sister, Garnet, Ren made it his life’s duty
to bring hell to him and Gaia the way they did to him.

Night Light
A husband’s lies can have deadly consequences.
When Juliet Cole’s husband of fifteen years is
murdered before her eyes, she thinks it was a random
shooting. Devastated and traumatized, she answers
hours of questioning, then returns home to break the
tragic news to her sons. But a threatening voicemail
escalates this from a random shooting to a planned,
deliberate attack. Juliet realizes that she and her
children are in danger too—unless she meets the
killers’ demands. But as she and her sisters untangle
the clues, her husband’s dark secrets come to light.
The more she learns, the more her life is dismantled.
Was her husband an innocent victim or a hardened
criminal?

Smoke Screen
The bodyguards of Elite Guardians Agency have more
than just skill and prowess in common--they're also all
women. When it becomes clear that popular
psychiatrist and radio personality Wade Savage has a
stalker, his father secretly hires Elite Guardians in
order to protect his son. But when Wade's bodyguard
is attacked and nearly killed, agency owner Olivia
Edwards must step in and fill the gap. Olivia's skills
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are about to be tested to the limit as Wade's stalker
moves from leaving innocent gifts at his door to
threatening those closest to him. Olivia has the
feeling that she's next on the list. And to complicate
things even further, she realizes that her heart may
be in as much danger as her client. Bestselling author
and fan favorite Lynette Eason drops readers right
into the action in this fast-paced new series with a
unique twist. Readers will love these strong female
characters who put it all on the line to save lives.

Seasons Under Heaven
FINALIST: ACFW Carol Award for Best MysterySuspense-Thriller “A wild roller coaster ride! I
thoroughly enjoyed Poison Town.” - NY Times BestSelling Author Francine Rivers People are dying.
Rumors are swirling. Some say chemicals from a local
plant are causing the crippling cancer, yet nothing at
the plant appears amiss. But when reporter Jack
Crittendon’s long-time mechanic falls ill and he
investigates, Jack becomes engulfed in a
smokescreen of lies, setups, greed, and scandal. The
deeper Jack digs, the more toxic the corruption he
uncovers—endangering himself and those he loves.
With tension on every page, Amazon #1 Best-Selling
author Creston Mapes demonstrates why he is a “Top
Pick” among mystery, fiction and thriller lovers.

Soul Restoraton
A New York Times Bestselling AuthorA CBA Bestselling
AuthorIf I Run Series (Book 2)Is Dylan hunting Casey
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to prosecute her or protect her? In this riveting sequel
to the USA Today bestseller If I Run, evil lurks,
drawing Casey Cox out of the shadows . . . but there
is light shining in the darkness. Is Dylan Roberts a
provision from the God who loves her, or another
heartache yet to happen?

Catching Christmas
Two Terri Blackstock novels in one volume.

True Light
Her last hope is the beginning of a new
nightmare.Barbara Covington has one more chance to
save her daughter from a devastating addiction, by
staging an intervention. But when eighteen-year-old
Emily disappears on the way to drug treatment - and
her interventionist is found dead at the airport Barbara enters her darkest nightmare of all.Barbara
and her son set out to find Emily before Detective
Kent Harlan arrests her for a crime he is sure she
committed. Fearing for Emily's life, Barbara maintains
her daughter's innocence. But does she really know
her anymore? Meanwhile, Kent has questions of his
own. His gut tells him that this is a case of an addict
killing for drugs, but as he gets to know Barbara, he
begins to hope he is all wrong about Emily.The panic
level rises as the mysteries intensify: Did Emily's
obsession with drugs lead her to commit murder - or
is she another victim of a cold-blooded killer?

The Choosing
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2016 Christy Award Winner! (Young Adult category)
2016 Christy Award Finalist (First novel category) Like
all citizens since the Ruining, Carrington Hale knows
the importance of this day. But she never expected
the moment she’d spent a lifetime preparing for—her
Choosing ceremony—to end in disaster. Ripped from
her family, she’ll spend her days serving as a Lint, the
lowest level of society. She knows it’s her duty to
follow the true way of the Authority. But as Carrington
begins this nightmare, rumors of rebellion rattle her
beliefs. Though the whispers contradict everything
she’s been told, they resonate deep within. Then
Carrington is offered an unprecedented chance at the
life she’s always dreamed of, yet she can’t shake the
feeling that it may be an illusion. With a killer
targeting Lints and corruption threatening the highest
levels of the Authority, Carrington must uncover the
truth before it destroys her.

Face of Betrayal
Staying together had seemed impossible. Now it’s
their only hope. A dark shadow of fear has fallen over
Newpointe, Louisiana. First one, then another of the
town firemen’s wives has been murdered, and a third
has barely escaped an attempt on her life. Incredible
as it seems, a serial killer is stalking this sleepy little
southern community. And Mark Branning’s wife may
be next on the list. Mark is determined to protect her.
But keeping Allie alive won’t be easy—not with their
marriage already dying a bitter death. Unless they
renew their commitment to each other and to God,
someone else may settle their problems …
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permanently. And time to decide is running out. “This
tense and exciting thriller is more than a fabulous
read; it has an underlying message about the place of
religion within a marriage. Highly
recommended.”—Library Journal Private Justice is
book one in the Newpointe 911 series by awardwinning novelist Terri Blackstock. Newpointe 911
offers taut, superbly crafted novels of faith, fear, and
close-knit small-town relationships, seasoned with
romance and tempered by insights into the nature of
relationships, redemption, and the human heart. Look
also for Shadow of Doubt, Line of Duty, Word of
Honor, and Trial by Fire.

AURA
FOX News legal correspondent and former Federal
Prosecutor Lis Wiehl has created a suspense series as
timely as tomorrow's headlines. While home on break,
a seventeen-year-old Senate page takes her dog out
for a walk and never returns. The resulting media
firestorm quickly ensnares television reporter Cassidy
Shaw, Federal Prosecutor Allison Pierce, and FBI
Special Agent Nicole Hedges. Together, these life-long
friends call themselves The Triple Threat—a nickname
derived from their favorite dessert as well as their
uncanny ability to crack cases from their three unique
positions of power. Together, they must find the one
face of betrayal amidst a crowd of growing
suspects—including a US Senator—before they
become the next victims. Lis Wiehl's expertise in law,
politics, and criminal investigation merges with April
Henry's narrative genius to create a gripping mystery
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filled with rich characters, real danger, and a shocking
yet satisfying final twist. “One of top ten best books of
year” —Suspense Magazine “[A] sizzling political
thriller . . . The seamless plot offers a plethora of
twists and turns.” —Publishers Weekly

Seaside
A gripping new novel from New York Times bestselling
author Terri Blackstock. One father was murdered,
and another convicted of his death. All because their
children fell in love. Nate Beckett has spent his life
fighting wildfires instead of the lies and rumors that
drove him from his Colorado home town. His mother
begs him to come to Carlisle now that his father has
been released from prison, but it isn’t until he’s
sidelined by an injury that he’s forced to return and
face his past. But that means facing Brenna too.
Fourteen years ago, Nate was in love with the
preacher's daughter. When Pastor Strickland
discovered Brenna had defied him to sneak out with
Nate, the fight between Strickland and Nate's drunken
dad was loud—and very public. Strickland was found
murdered later that night, and everyone accused Roy
Beckett. When the church burned down, people
assumed it was Nate getting even for his father’s
conviction. He let the rumors fly and left Carlisle
without looking back. Now, Brenna is stunned to learn
that the man convicted of murdering her father has
been pardoned. The events of that night set her life
on a bad course, and she’s dealing with a brutal
custody battle with her ex and his new wife where
he’s using lies and his family’s money to sway the
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judge. She’s barely hanging on, and she’s turned to
alcohol to cope. Shame and fear consume her. As
they deal with the present—including new information
about that fateful night and a wildfire that’s
threatening their town—their past keeps igniting.
Nate is the steady force Brenna has so desperately
needed. But she’ll have to learn to trust him again
first.

If I'm Found
Three sisters--a blogger, a cab driver, and a stay-at
home mom--investigate a murder to try and clear
their brother's name after he is accused of being the
killer.

The Sea Glass Sisters
New York Times bestselling suspense author Terri
Blackstock’s Restoration novels are now available as
an e-book collection. Last Light Doug Branning’s mind
raced to understand—planes were falling out of the
sky, crashing, and burning? Night Light Danger lurks
around every corner. Now it’s inside the Brannings’
home.Survival has become a lifestyle, and technology
is a thing of the past as the Branning family learns
that the power outage is worldwide. Everyone is
desperate. True Light Deni Branning is growing closer
to Mark, and she sees him as a hero, not a traitor. She
and her family set out to find the person who really
pulled the trigger. But clearing Mark’s reputation is
only part of the battle. Protecting him from the
neighbors who ostracized him is just as difficult.
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Dawn’s Light As the power begins to be restored, the
Brannings face their toughest crisis yet. Will God
require more of them this time than they’re prepared
to give?

The Second Founding: How the Civil War
and Reconstruction Remade the
Constitution
A heartwarming Christmas story about finding what
really matters in life. As a first-year law associate,
Sydney Batson knows she will be updating her
resume by New Year’s if she loses her current case.
So when her grandmother gets inexplicably ill while
she’s in court, Sydney arranges for a cab to get her to
the clinic. The last thing cab driver Finn Parrish wants
is to be saddled with a wheelchair-bound old lady with
dementia. But because Miss Callie reminds him of his
own mother, whom he failed miserably in her last
days, he can’t say no when she keeps calling him for
rides. Once a successful gourmet chef, Finn’s biggest
concern now is paying his rent, but half the time
Callie doesn’t remember to pay him. And as she starts
to feel better, she leads him on wild-goose chases to
find a Christmas date for her granddaughter. When
Finn meets Sydney, he’s quite sure she’s never
needed help finding a date. Does Miss Callie have an
ulterior motive, or is this just a mission driven by
delusions? He’s willing to do whatever he can to help
fulfill Callie’s Christmas wish. He just never expected
to be a vital part of it. Praise for Catching Christmas
“The feel-good Christmas book of the year.
Blackstock’s tale of love and redemption wrapped in a
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holiday bow will leave you smiling. Don’t miss
Catching Christmas.” —New York Times bestselling
author Rachel Hauck “Blackstock’s Catching
Christmas is not your average romance. Darling and
laugh-out-loud cute, it makes the reader think about
the important things in life. I read it in one gulp and
wished there was more. Highly recommended!”
—Colleen Coble, USA TODAY bestselling author “Terri
Blackstock’s latest offering touches tender places with
its quirky characters and stirring plot. Catching
Christmas explores what happens when the paths of a
disenchanted taxi driver collide with that of an
overworked attorney. Blackstock weaves a
compelling, romantic tale that is sure to get you into
the Christmas spirit!” —Denise Hunter, bestselling
author Standalone novel Perfect for gift giving or as a
stocking stuffer Hopeful and encouraging Christmas
story that will appeal to fans of Hallmark movies
Includes discussion questions for book clubs

Les Miserables
In Their Darkest Hour, Where Would Hope Be Found?
In one life-changing moment, the lives of the exiles in
Babylon are thrown into despair when a decree from
the king's palace calls for the annihilation of every
Jewish man, woman, and child throughout the empire
in less than one year. Ezra, a quiet but brilliant
scholar, soon finds himself called upon to become the
leader of his people. Forced to rally an army when all
his training has been in the Torah, he struggles to
bring hope in a time of utter despair, when dreams of
the future--of family and love--seem impossible. In
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Keepers of the Covenant, acclaimed novelist Lynn
Austin weaves together the struggles and stories of
both Jews and Gentiles, creating a tapestry of faith
and doubt, love and loss. Here, the Old Testament
comes to life, demonstrating the everlasting hope
displayed in God's unwavering love for His people.
Praise of Lynn Austin's Restoration Chronicles "a
powerful new historical series that brings the Old
Testament books of Ezra and Nehemiah to life."
--Library Journal "Austin shines a bright light on
ancient Jewish life and lands. Biblical fiction fans will
cheer her latest offering, which bolsters this
challenging genre." --Publishers Weekly

Line of Duty
Survival has become a lifestyle, and technology is a
thing of the past as the Branning family learns that
the power outage is worldwide. Everyone is
desperate. When two young thieves break into the
Brannings’ home and clean out the food in their
pantry, Jeff Branning tracks them to a filthy apartment
and discovers a family of children living alone,
stealing to stay alive. Where is their mother? The
search for answers uncovers a trail of desperation and
murder . . . and for the Brannings, a powerful new
purpose that can transform their entire
community—and above all, themselves. But how will
they do what’s right when so much is going wrong?
New York Times bestselling suspense author Terri
Blackstock weaves a masterful what-if novel in which
global catastrophe reveals the darkness in human
hearts—and lights the way to restoration for a selfPage 17/28
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centered world. “Blackstock is absolutely masterful at
bringing spiritual dilemmas to the surface and
allowing readers to wrestle with them alongside her
characters.” —RT Book Reviews, 4.5 stars (of Dawn’s
Light)

River's Edge
Unable to believe that missing police chief Cade is
actually responsible for a hit-and-run murder, Blair
Owens finds proving the man's innocence further
challenged when a kidnapper places a ransom call
from Cade's cell phone. Original.

Last Light
Struggling to make her mark on the Nashville music
scene, talented singer/songwriter Parker James finds
the competition can be fierce--even deadly--when a
young woman is murdered at the studio where Parker
works.

When Jesus Wept
Now eight months into a global blackout, the
residents of Oak Hollow are trying to cope with the
deep winter nights and a gnawing hunger from a food
shortage. The struggle to survive can bring out the
worst in anyone. A teenage friend of the Brannings’
has been found shot while hunting, and his slain deer
is gone. Suspicions immediately fall on Mark Green,
the son of a convicted murderer. Before he can prove
his innocence, vigilantes force the sheriff to arrest
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him. Deni Branning is growing closer to Mark, and she
sees him as a hero, not a traitor. She and her family
set out to find the person who really pulled the
trigger. But clearing Mark’s reputation is only part of
the battle. Protecting him from the neighbors who
ostracized him is just as difficult. New York Times
bestselling suspense author Terri Blackstock weaves a
masterful what-if novel in which global catastrophe
reveals the darkness in human hearts—and lights the
way to restoration for a self-centered world.
“Blackstock is absolutely masterful at bringing
spiritual dilemmas to the surface and allowing readers
to wrestle with them alongside her characters.” —RT
Book Reviews, 4.5 stars (of Dawn’s Light)

Intervention
At the request of her many fans—Terri Blackstock
revisits the heroic cast of characters in this fifth book
in her best-selling Newpointe 911 series In Line of
Duty, a bomb explodes at the Icon International
building in New Orleans while lawyer Jill Clark Nichols
is in the top floor boardroom. The thirty-story building
goes up in flames and fire departments from all
around the area are called in. The firefighters from
Newpointe are especially concerned since they know
Jill is inside the building. Dan, her husband, rushes in
to save her. But as firefighters work to evacuate the
upper floors of the building, a second and third bomb
explode, causing the lower floors to cave in.
Firefighters and civilians are buried beneath the
rubble. When the smoke finally clears, a count is
taken. Jill narrowly escapes the chaos of the
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explosions and fire only to find Dan missing. Were the
bombs the act of a terrorist, or a scheme coming from
a heart of greed? Can Jill’s faith carry her through
these long days of pain and uncertainty? And will Dan
survive this tragedy . . . or sacrifice his life in the line
of duty?

Private Justice
Murder and mystery continue in Book Four of the
Cape Refuge series A famous mystery writer has just
moved to Cape Refuge when a teenage girl is found
murdered. Sheila Caruso–ex-con, mother to Sadie and
Caleb, and resident of Hanover House–is working for
the writer when she discovers that a scene in one of
his novels matches the crime scene. When Police
Chief Cade and Blair Owens discover a second dead
teenager–mirroring a murder in another of the
eccentric writer’s books–Cade is drawn into a web of
trickery and deceit. Evidence turns up in Cade’s own
truck, and suddenly he becomes the number-one
suspect. Cade tries to clear his name, but when
eighteen-year-old Sadie Caruso disappears, tensions
mount to a fever pitch. Can Cade find the real killer
before Sadie winds up dead? Is the novelist a
demented killer, or a hapless victim? And what does
Sadie’s own mother have to do with the crimes?
Secrets are uncovered, while lessons are learned
about the sins of the father being visited upon his
children. Will the consequences of Sheila’s life be
fatal, or is there redemption and mercy for her and
her children? “Chief Matthew Cade rarely considered
another line of work, but news of the dead teenage
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girl made him long for a job as an accountant or
electrician—some benign vocation that didn’t require
him to look into the eyes of grieving parents.”

The Newpointe 911 Collection
New York Times Best-selling Author Terri Blackstock’s
NewPointe 911 Collection—now available in one
volume. Private Justice The firemen of Newpointe, LA,
face a personal and terrifying trial: someone is
murdering their wives, one by one. Shadow of Doubt
A poisoned past. A bitter present. Is Celia a murderer
… or a victim? Word of Honor What will it cost to keep
a promise? Jill Clark learns the meaning of covenant
when she is taken hostage by a suspect in a deadly
bombing . . . but isn't convinced he's guilty. Trial by
Fire A church building burns to the ground, and a
young man is found dead of a gunshot wound. The
mystery is just being ignited as God uses disaster to
bring about his will. Line of Duty When a building
collapses on several firemen, one is unaccounted
for—was he really buried, or did he take the
opportunity to flee from the problems in his life?

Shadow in Serenity
Les Misérables is a French historical novel by Victor
Hugo that is considered one of the greatest novels of
the 19th century. Beginning in 1815 and culminating
in the 1832 June Rebellion in Paris, the novel follows
the lives and interactions of several characters,
focusing on the struggles of ex-convict Jean Valjean
and his experience of redemption. Examining the
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nature of law and grace, the novel elaborates upon
the history of France, the architecture and urban
design of Paris, politics, moral philosophy,
antimonarchism, justice, religion, and the types and
nature of romantic and familial love. More than a
quarter of the novel is devoted to essays that argue a
moral point or display Hugo's encyclopedic
knowledge. The topics Hugo addresses include
cloistered religious orders, the construction of the
Paris sewers, argot, and the street urchins of Paris.
Even when not turning to other subjects outside his
narrative, Hugo sometimes interrupts the
straightforward recitation of events, his voice and
control of the story line unconstrained by time and
sequence. The story begins in 1815 in Digne, as the
peasant Jean Valjean, just released from 19 years'
imprisonment in the galleys—five for stealing bread
for his starving sister and her family and fourteen
more for numerous escape attempts—is turned away
by innkeepers because his yellow passport marks him
as a former convict. He sleeps on the street, angry
and bitter. Digne's benevolent Bishop Myriel gives
him shelter. At night, Valjean runs off with Myriel's
silverware. When the police capture Valjean, Myriel
pretends that he has given the silverware to Valjean
and presses him to take two silver candlesticks as
well, as if he had forgotten to take them. The police
accept his explanation and leave. Myriel tells Valjean
that his life has been spared for God, and that he
should use money from the silver candlesticks to
make an honest man of himself. Six years pass and
Valjean, using the alias Monsieur Madeleine, has
become a wealthy factory owner and is appointed
mayor.
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Poison Town
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning scholar, a timely
history of the constitutional changes that built
equality into the nation’s foundation and how those
guarantees have been shaken over time. The
Declaration of Independence announced equality as
an American ideal, but it took the Civil War and the
subsequent adoption of three constitutional
amendments to establish that ideal as American law.
The Reconstruction amendments abolished slavery,
guaranteed all persons due process and equal
protection of the law, and equipped black men with
the right to vote. They established the principle of
birthright citizenship and guaranteed the privileges
and immunities of all citizens. The federal
government, not the states, was charged with
enforcement, reversing the priority of the original
Constitution and the Bill of Rights. In grafting the
principle of equality onto the Constitution, these
revolutionary changes marked the second founding of
the United States. Eric Foner’s compact, insightful
history traces the arc of these pivotal amendments
from their dramatic origins in pre–Civil War mass
meetings of African-American “colored citizens” and
in Republican party politics to their virtual nullification
in the late nineteenth century. A series of momentous
decisions by the Supreme Court narrowed the rights
guaranteed in the amendments, while the states
actively undermined them. The Jim Crow system was
the result. Again today there are serious political
challenges to birthright citizenship, voting rights, due
process, and equal protection of the law. Like all great
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works of history, this one informs our understanding
of the present as well as the past: knowledge and
vigilance are always necessary to secure our basic
rights.

Always Watching (Elite Guardians Book
#1)
Terri Blackstock’s bestselling Moonlighters
trilogy—now available in one volume! Truth Stained
Lies When truth doesn’t make sense, will lies prevail?
Distortion A husband’s lies can have deadly
consequences. Twisted Innocence Holly Cramer’s past
choices have finally caught up to her, but she never
expected them to endanger her baby.

Breaker's Reef
“Page-turning . . . Set against the political and
religious turmoil of the times, the Thoenes’ story
vividly reimagines the evolving friendship between
Jesus and Lazarus.” —Publishers Weekly
LAZARUS—the man Jesus raised from the dead in one
of the most extraordinary encounters with The Living
Savior in all of Scripture. But the life of Lazarus holds
interest well beyond this miraculous event. Living in
Bethany, near Jerusalem, Lazarus witnessed many of
the most important events of Jesus’s life and ministry.
Lazarus owned a vineyard and devoted his life to
caring for its vines and fruit. But he encountered
another man—Jesus—whose vineyard was the world,
its fruit the eternal souls of men. When Lazarus’s
story and the story of Jesus’s crucifixion and
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resurrection touch in When Jesus Wept, we are
offered a unique vision into the power and comfort of
Christ’s love. Brock and Bodie Thoene’s most powerful
and climactic writing project to date, When Jesus
Wept, captures the power and the passion of the men
and women who lived through the most important
days in the history of the world.

Dangerous Passage (Southern Crimes
Book #1)
Birmingham, Alabama, has lost all power. Its streets
are jammed with cars that won’t start, its airport
engulfed in flames from burning planes. All
communications—cell phones, computers, even
radios—are silent. Every home and business is dark. Is
it a natural disaster . . . a terrorist attack . . . or
something far worse? In the face of a crisis that
sweeps an entire high-tech planet back to a time
before electricity, the Branning family faces a choice.
Will they hoard their possessions in order to
survive—or trust God to provide as they share their
resources with those around them? Yesterday’s world
is gone. Family and community are all that remain.
And the outage is revealing the worst in some.
Desperation can be dangerous when a killer lives
among them. New York Times bestselling suspense
author Terri Blackstock weaves a masterful what-if
novel in which global catastrophe reveals the
darkness in human hearts—and lights the way to
restoration for a self-centered world. “Blackstock is
absolutely masterful at bringing spiritual dilemmas to
the surface and allowing readers to wrestle with them
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alongside her characters.” —RT Book Reviews, 4.5
stars (of Dawn’s Light)

Trial by Fire
The best-selling author presents a collection of newly
written meditations and revisions from her novels,
sharing the encouragement of Christ with those in
need of restoring their souls. 20,000 first printing.
$10,000 ad/promo.

Southern Storm
Bestselling author Terri Blackstock presents this
Ebook of her newest standalone novel, Predator. The
murder of Krista Carmichael’s fourteen-year-old sister
by an online predator has shaken her faith and made
her question God’s justice and protection. Desperate
to find the killer, she creates an online persona to bait
the predator. But when the stalker turns his sights on
her, will Krista be able to control the outcome? Ryan
Adkins started the social network GrapeVyne in his
college dorm and has grown it into a billion-dollar
corporation. But he never expected it to become a
stalking ground for online Predators. One of them
lives in his town and has killed two girls and attacked
a third. When Ryan meets Krista, the murders become
more than a news story to him, and everything is on
the line. Joining forces, he and Krista set out to stop
the killer. But when hunters pursue a hunter, the
tables can easily turn. Only God can protect them
now.
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The Moonlighters Collection
Carny Sullivan grew up in the zany world of a
traveling carnival. Quaint and peaceful Serenity,
Texas, has given her a home, a life, and a child.
Logan Brisco is the smoothest, slickest, handsomest
man Serenity, Texas has ever seen. But Carny
Sullivan knows a con artist when she sees one—and
she’s seen plenty, starting with her father. As far as
Carny Sullivan can tell, she’s the only one in town
who has his number. Because from his Italian shoes to
his movie-actor smile, Logan has the rest of the town
snowed. Carny is determined to reveal Brisco’s selfish
intentions before his promise to the townspeople for a
cut in a giant amusement park sucks Serenity dry.
Yet, as much as she hates his winning ways, there is a
man behind that suave smile, a man who may win her
heart against her will.Shadow in Serenity is a modernday Music Man, penned by a Christy Award-winning,
New York Times bestselling author.
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